From The President’s Corner –

As the little frog said, “Isn’t time fun when yer having flies”?
Seems like only a week ago that we had our last meeting.
Recently, on a snowy day, I had the opportunity to reflect on the benefits of belonging to a Woodworkers Guild. Design advice from experienced craftsmen, construction techniques, finishing options, fellowship with artisans who have chosen wood as a medium, and monthly program features are but a few of the benefits.

Fun, Education and Fellowship, all this for only $1.67 per month, WHAT A DEAL!! Be sure to give our Treasurer your $20 for 2011.

Be sure that you share your knowledge, experience and expertise with all of us. Show off your latest project, explain a new technique that you found useful. Tell us how you overcame a challenge.

I’m looking forward to the program features that Burt has in store for us in 2011. Is there a particular program feature that you would like to see? Are you willing to share a short demonstration? Would you be willing to organize an educational field trip? Do these questions stir your imagination? If so, let us know.

Sawdust and Shavings are Therapeutic.

Sunflower WWG meeting minutes
November 2010

Meeting Notes from December

President Ray Smith thanked all his officers and committee chairmen for their work and assistance this past year and welcomed incoming President Slim Giesler.

GUESTS: Ben---; Kyle DeGarmo—visiting son of Bill; Dennis Laird—from the Big Tool Store Show and Tell:
David Fowler--Wood calendar frame with magnetic holders for changing monthly
Mike Hutton—presented brief information of bleaching wood and visual result. Mike brought back wood samples from his trip to ‘the big Island of Hawaii’—native species such as Koa, etc.

Les Hastings—showed his drawings from which he is making beautiful inlay for custom bathroom cabinets in house restoration in KC; noted ‘crotch mahogany’ and matching veneer for visual effect—as usual, really nice work.

Dennis Fry—showed his very nice and early effort at wood turning for a flexible, adjustable holder for light for saw, etc—came out very nice and useable!!
Rick Hester—demonstrated his Hope chest, blanket rack or spread holder from white oak

Jerry Keen—had to give away 4” joiner and belt sander

Program
Dennis Laird—from the Big Tool Store---brought many new tools for show and tell and examination—and gave away nice T shirts, hats, tool bags!@!
12Volt lithium battery tools—discussed lithium batteries, recharger, differences, etc.—few manufacturers—so many are interchangeable;
New IMPACT DRIVERS!!
DeWalt—Small routers: noted circuitry feed back for more power when needed
Milwaukee Right angle drive; Hardware mounting guide for draw fronts, hinges, draw pulls
Bosch jig saw; Radius guides; LEFT Handed Tape measure; Utility scissors
Laser set up for positioning; Rockler corner clamps

Berts Barn workshop meetings

Article and photos by Robert Johnstone
The morning Saturday Session at Burt’s Barn started with a review of wood grain and wood expansion to make the most of either aesthetic or structural considerations in wood joints. Also discussed were joints with little mechanical strength, joints with adhesive or bonded joints, joints with mechanical/ metal fasteners, and joints that required no additional adhesive or mechanical devices. They concentrated primarily upon joints that can be made on the table saw. And a demo of a wiggle dado blade.
Also demonstrated was a demonstration of a tenoning jig on a table saw.

Burt and Mike discuss wood grain, quarter sawing, and expansion directions on wood

After lunch, Burt helped adjust Randy’s small Jointer and we watched Randy get hands on experience flattening and sharpening a hand plane blade.

Burt, Mike, and Randy discussing plane tuning

Burt and Mike demonstrated how a good hand plane edge could provide in some cases a better glue line than boards edge joined on the power joiner separately. Burt gave a quick demo of cutting a circular disk on the table saw.

As the kids would say AGTWHBA, A good time was had by all.

Cradle Workshop photos
The final products are scheduled to be displayed at the January meeting.

**Classified Ads**

Free to the first taker.
8 inch table saw with a 4 inch jointer. (OLD)
Ray Albert 316-835-2522

Sears radial arm saw. 2 ½ hp 10 inch
Contact Dan Hagenbuch Cell 316-841-0842
President
Slim Gieser (316) 945-0708
sgieser@cox.net

Vice President
Burt Uhruh (316) 655-4151
burtunruh@cox.net

Secretary
Larry Frank
ppplumber@pol.net

Treasurer
Mike Hutton (316) ictwoodworker@cox.net

Librarian
David Fowler (316) 253-5650
dbfdesigns@hotmail.com

Toy Co-Chairmen
Rufus Alcorn (620) 273-6026
Kenny Hill (316) 683-6406

Membership Chairman
Ricky Powell (316) 773-9091

Editor: The Knot Hole
Jerry Keen (316) 722-2735
jmkeen118@gmail.com

Sponsor Chairman
Dennis Laird
dalaird@cox.net

Area Guilds and Clubs
South Kansas Wood-turners
Royce Wallace, contact
601 Wetmore Drive
Wichita, Kansas 67209-1322
(316) 722-6749
wallburl@att.net

Great Plains Woodcarvers
Wichita Kansas President Walt Kuykendall
wkuykendall@msn.com
Meeting: 2nd Tuesday of each month, dinner at 6:00, meeting 7:00 at the Hometown Buffet, 6820 W. Central.
sjclarke@juno.com

SPONSORS

The Sunflower Woodworkers’ Guild of Wichita Kansas publishes the Knot Hole newsletter monthly. Deadline for articles and information is the 2nd Monday of each month. Mailing date is the 3rd week of each month. Permission to reprint original material is granted to other woodworking groups, providing proper credit is given. Articles attributed to publications other than the Knot Hole Newsletter should be used only with permission from that particular publication. Send articles, photos and information to: Jerry Keen 811 Norman Wichita, KS 67212 E-mail jmkeen118@gmail.com

4340 S West Street
Wichita, KS 67217

www.aBox4u.net
BIG TOOL STORE
4640 E 63rd St. South
Derby, KS 67037
316-788-6500

And many other fine woodworking tools and supplies is proud to be a sponsor of the Sunflower Woodworkers Guild.
Sunflower Woodworkers Guild membership is voluntary. Our paid dues list are consolidated after the June meeting, eliminating from that list all those who have not paid their ‘10 dues. This list determines who gets the Knothole. New and previous members will need to submit new applications when joining.

Newsletter of the Sunflower Woodworkers Guild
811 Norman
Wichita, Kansas 67212